Dear {First Name},
In an era in which COVID-19 has
destabilized the global economy and
political unrest threatens both
developed and developing global
economies, investors are ready to
rethink the old rules of investing.
That means questioning everything,
even the conventional wisdom that investors should prefer whole-market ETFs and funds
over individual stocks.
I can hear you already: but even Warren Buffett says to avoid individual stocks! What if I
told you that smart investors - the ones whose portfolios are thriving during these volatile
times - never followed Buffett’s oft-quoted wisdom? Even Buffett doesn't follow this advice
- he has become a billionaire by selectively choosing companies to invest in.
Let me tell you a story. I recently met a friend for drinks at a trendy Palo Alto bar. I
commented that it was incredible my friend, a brilliant Stanford professor, could still afford
to live in Silicon Valley on an academic salary given the tech hub’s notorious reputation as
the most expensive city in America.
His answer was jarring and deceptively simple: “I invested in Apple in the 90s.”
The back-of-the-napkin math tells the story. Had you invested $10,000 in Apple in the
early 1990s, your shares would be worth a remarkable $2 million today. Now let’s say
you followed the conventional advice and invested in a whole-market index fund instead of
Apple. That same $10,000 would only be worth about $70,000 today. Feel like you’re
missing out?
Choosing individual stocks doesn’t need to be a gamble. I disagree with pundits like
Burton Malkiel who believe that picking stocks is just like a Random Walk Down Wall
Street. Does anyone really believe that Apple’s success is “random” and not because
Apple is a standout company with leading edge technology? Instead, I adhere to the
famed stock picker Peter Lynch who believed you could have One Up On Wall Street. I’ve
worked as an equity analyst on Wall Street and advised top fund managers at Goldman
Sachs, JP Morgan, and top hedge funds in New York and London. While Wall Street
analysts are smart, their bureaucracies, groupthink, and cross-eyed incentives often mean
that they are slow to catch up to the obvious.
Take the Covid crisis, for instance. In February, I was the first market analyst I know
of to accurately call the Covid crisis a Black Swan event. I advised that the Covid
crisis demanded a drastic re-positioning of portfolios, which I had already enacted the
weeks before my note and later when the Federal Reserve acted to boost the market.
On April 30,2020, I said both Zoom and Chewy were strong Covid-era picks, and
that Kraft offered a great dividend yield for investors looking for income. So here’s
how they performed:

If you had invested in Zoom when I suggested it
on the Contrarian Investor Podcast on April 30,
you would have quadrupled your investment by
October. That's a fantastic return, but if you had
been my client when I took a position in Zoom back
in February, you would have quintupled (5x!) your
return. Compare that to just a 1.1 return if you had
stayed invested in "the market" as conventional
wisdom suggested. Ouch!
As for income plays, if you had invested in Kraft, you would have received a 5% dividend
yield and a total return of 11% since April 30 vs. just 3% if you had invested in the largest
bond fund AGG.
My stock calls were not "random" or "lucky" but based on an understanding of
macroeconomic and thematic trends combined with financial analysis and quickly
pivoting to the new reality. While Jeff Bezos and Mark Zuckerberg make billions betting
on one stock, I believe it makes sense for investors to bet on a more diversified set of
stocks - selectively curated by a skilled stock picker. This way, investors have a better
probability of outperforming the market while taking comparable risk.
This has been a volatile year, but my clients have enjoyed the benefits of a skilled,
knowledgeable, and nimble investment advisor. That's why my clients who have
invested over $1 million with me in 2020 have seen a 36% equity return on average.
This compares to an average equity return of 4%. Nothing compares to working with
the right expert.

Do you want to invest your money more strategically? Or do you want your
portfolio to continue muddling along - paying your advisor to place you in
underperforming or hum drum funds? Many advisors prefer to sell you on an overdiversified set of funds which essentially invest in everything. For them, this is a win-win
situation. They get paid to put you in a group of funds which they can "set and forget." You
will continue to pay them yearly and they can move on to finding new clients to dump into
their "model portfolios". The client can't sue because they are "diversified" and the advisor
always has an excuse as to why their investments may have underperformed.
The client, in contrast, gets a lose lose situation. They are paying an annual fee to get put
into a generalized model portfolio which rarely changes -- even if reality changes. Clients
get told that not to worry as "the market" goes up over time. This is naive diversification,
not strategic diversification.
Is Zoom the next Apple - can it continue to grow at an exponential rate? There is a
case for both sides. In either case, my clients who had invested just $10k in Zoom of their
entire portfolio now have made over 4x their money, have been able to take their gains
out, and can potentially profit from a meteoric rise with no more skin in the game.
If you have a savvy advisor who selectively buys you stocks to create a diversified
portfolio of ~30 to 50 stocks, you can far outperform the market while taking not
much more risk. It is hard work and not easy. Many wealth managers who pick stocks for
their clients fail. They don't have the financial training or choose stocks based on ego or
outdated worldviews. They often invest in energy stocks and old blue chips. Many money
managers don't even invest you in today's Apple, much less tomorrow's Apple.
It's your money - or your loss.
Please contact me if you want to talk more crafting a strategic - but still diversified portfolio with a goal and track-record of beating "the market".
Best regards,
Maya
maya@metapointadvisors.com
(415) 691-1062
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